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Transitions Optical Introduces Transitions® Go™ smart adaptive lenses in Canada – 
Featuring a Proprietary New Technology That Rapidly Fades Back to Clear Indoors 

  
 

Lenses designed to help protect and provide more comfortable vision for active, on-
the-go millennials who currently wear clear lenses 

 
 

LAS VEGAS, Sept. 14, 2017 – Transitions Optical, Inc. 

today announced that its newest product – 

Transitions® Go™ smart adaptive lenses – will be 

available in October 2017 only in Canada. Transitions Go lenses 

automatically darken outdoors up to an 80 percent tinti and 

feature a proprietary new technology that rapidly fades back to 

clear indoors – up to three times faster than Transitions® Signature® 

Grey lenses.ii Transitions Go lenses block 100 percent of UVA and 

UVB radiation and help protect against harmful blue lightiii, blocking over 79 percentiv of 

harmful blue light outdoors from the sun and at least 18 percentiv  indoors from 

electronic devices.  

New Transitions® Go™ lenses 
feature a proprietary new 
technology that rapidly fades 
back to clear indoors.  
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The Ideal Solution for Active Millennials  

Transitions Go lenses are designed for 18-42 year old single vision lens wearers who live 

active, on-the-go lifestyles and are constantly connected to their devices. Transitions 

Go lenses adjust to just the right level of tint to help reduce eyestrain, eye fatigue and 

light sensitivity experienced by 88 percent of millennialsv. In wearer testing, 92 percent 

of subjects were satisfied with their overall indoor vision, and 87 percent were satisfied 

with their overall outdoor visionv. Also, more than four out of fivev single vision clear lens 

wearers ages 18-42 agree Transitions Go lenses are better than their clear lenses.  

 

“The new Transitions Go lenses are perfect for clear lens wearers who want the comfort, 

protection and convenience benefits of photochromic lenses without feeling hesitant 

about their lenses taking too long to fade back to clear 

indoors,” said Patience Cook, director, North American 

marketing, Transitions Optical. “With Transitions Go 

lenses, we’ve developed our fastest-fading option yet, 

providing a tremendous opportunity for eyecare 

professionals to confidently recommend the product to 

a new generation of Transitions lens wearers.”  

 

Product Availability and Education Materials  

Transitions Go lenses will initially be available in Canada in 1.50 and polycarbonate, in 

grey and brown, in Rx single vision. Soon after launch, more materials and colours such 

as graphite green will be added. Beginning on the October 3 availability date, industry 

professionals can visit Transitions.com/Go to learn more about the product and 

download an eyecare professional brochure, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), logos, 

videos and images.  

 

 
About Transitions Optical  
 
Transitions Optical is the leading provider of plastic photochromic (adaptive) lenses to 
optical manufacturers worldwide. Having been the first to successfully manufacture 
and commercialize plastic adaptive lenses in 1990, and as a result of its relentless 
investment in research and development and technology, Transitions Optical offers a 
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wide variety of products, setting new standards of advanced performance to provide 
ever increasing visual comfort and UV protection.  
 
Product leadership, consumer focus, and operational excellence have made the 
Transitions® brand one of the most recognized consumer brands in optics.  
 
For more information about the company and Transitions lenses, visit Transitions.com. 
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NOTE: For high resolution images, please contact Brian Ackermann at 412-477-4312 or 
Brian.Ackermann@havas.com. 
 
 
Transitions and the swirl are registered trademarks and Transitions Go is a trademark of Transitions Optical, Inc., used under license by Transitions Optical Ltd. The 
Rapid clear technology stopwatch design is a trademark of Transitions Optical Ltd. © 2017 Transitions Optical Ltd. Photochromic performance is influenced by 
temperature, UV exposure, and lens material.  

 
 
                                                
i Based on the most popular colour worldwide, Transitions Go grey lenses have an average activated darkness of 
80% tint; Transitions Go brown and graphite green lenses have an average activated darkness of 78% and 75% tint 
respectively 
ii Fade back to 70% transmission at 23C 
iii Source: Measurement conducted by independent contractor based on ISO8980-3 standard, calculated between 380nm and 
460nm. 
iv The 1.8 times comparison indoors refers to basic clear 1.50 and polycarbonate hard coated lenses 
v 88% of single vision clear lens wearers aged 18-42 say they sometimes or often experienced light sensitivity. Source: Transitions 
Optical Life360™ Live Wearer Testing in US, France, China (Ifop, 2016-2017); N = 117 


